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Anybody familiar with the St Helena George V "badge" or "ship" issue of 1922 - 1937 is aware of the 
definitive issue's three major listed varieties, namely the broken mainmast (Figure 1), the cleft rock 
(Figure 2) and the torn flag (Figure 3) - denoted by "a", "c" and "b" suffixes respectively in the Stanley 
Gibbons' range of catalogues.  However, there is another variety that is considered by many to be of at 
least the same magnitude of flaw as the three listed varieties. 
 

 
 

Figure 1  Broken mainmast. 
 

Figure 2  Cleft rock. 
 

Figure 3  Torn flag. 
 
Ralph Stanton and Bill Thorpe describe this variety in detail in their excellent publication on the "badge" 
issue entitled The George V Badge Issues of St Helena and Ascension issued by the West Africa Study 
Circle in 2012.  The "storm over rock" variety occurs on the stamp at Position 29, which is Row 3 and 
stamp No 5 (the sheets of this issue were printed with 60 stamps comprising five rows of 12 stamps).  
The stamp at this position has a larger flaw than any of the three major listed varieties and there are in 
total five flaws on stamps at this position. 
 
The first flaw is a break in the top vignette frame approximately 1 mm to the right of the mainmast 
(Figure 4).  The second flaw is about 1,5 mm long and ½ mm wide and runs diagonally nearly parallel to 
the right hand face of the top rock from lines 5 - 7 (from the top) of the vignette lines of shading.  
According to Stanton and Thorpe (2012) this flaw has been given the name "storm over rock".  The third 
flaw is situated just to the right of the second flaw, running from lines 6 - 8.  The fourth flaw is another 
small white flaw to the right of the third flaw and running from lines 7 - 9.  Flaws 2 - 4 is shown in 
Figure 5.  The fifth flaw is a small vertical white line about 1 mm long that stretches from the top of the 
stern line to just below the middle line on the right (see Figure 6). 
 

 
 

Figure 4  Flaw 1 - break in top 
vignette frame. 

 
 

Figure 6  Flaw 5 - small vertical line. 

 

Figure 5  Flaws 2 ("storm over rock"), 3 and 4. 

 



 
Flaws 1 and 5 first appeared in the printings of May 1922 (depending on inking porosity of the paper only 
one of these flaws may be present).  All five flaws appeared in both of the printings of December 1922 
resulting in only the ½d, 1½d, 2d, 3d, 4d and 8d values having the "storm over rock" variety.  (Stanton 
and Thorpe, 2012) 
 
Stanton and Thorpe (2012) put the "storm over rock" variety on par with the listed major varieties and 
believe that the "storm over rock" variety should have a separate listing.  A comparison of the actual size 
of the relevant flaws (broken mainmast, cleft rock, torn flag and storm over rock) shows that the "storm 
over rock" flaw is in fact larger in area than any of the three major varieties. 
 
All major catalogues refrain from listing varieties, understandably, if their relevant editorial department 
has not witnessed such a variety in person.  In Figure 7 four of the relevant six values exhibiting the 
"storm over rock" flaw are shown with specimen overprints and in Figure 8 a registered cover to London 
dated 21 September 1932 is illustrated with a "storm over rock" 3d stamp.  Thus the question now is, 
how long will the "storm over rock" variety remain an orphan and be unlisted? 
 

      
 

      
 

Figure 7  Four values with the "storm over rock" variety and specimen overprints. 



 

 
 

Figure 8  Registered cover to London with 3d "storm over rock" stamp. 
 
 
 
 
 

Addendum 
 

The storm over rock variety has now been listed by Stanley Gibbons in their Commonwealth and Empire 
Stamps 1840 - 1970 annual stamp catalogues since 2018 for all six values that have this variety. 


